
Wells for Uganda  
A Local Organisation’s Amazing Efforts 

 
In May, Chairman of the Yateley Camera Club Dave Nicholl handed over a cheque worth 
£325 to Rayner Mayer, the Country International Adviser of the Hampshire Scouts, on behalf 
of the Wells for Uganda Project.  

 
 
This is a fantastic project and a worthy cause, with some well established roots linking the 
Scouts of Hampshire to Uganda.  
 
What is Wells for Uganda? It started back in 1992, when a large group of Scouts visited 
Uganda.  
 
This initial journey was part of an immunisation campaign organised by UNICEF (The UN 
Children’s Fund) to help prevent and stop the spread of disease. The Scouts enthusiasm 



was one of the many reasons this scheme was such a huge success, and a follow up visit 
was arranged in 2000 for a number of Scout counties to visit different regions of Uganda.  
Our own Hampshire group was lead by Carol Pannell, and through their work a link with the 
Masindi Scouts was formed - a link that is still going strong today. Masindi is a large district 
in Uganda located in the north, and is home to over 450,000 people in hundreds of small 
villages.  
 
During their first visit here, the Hampshire Scouts identified a drastic need for clean water, 
and this was when the first well was dug.  

 
Villager collecting polluted water from stream 

The visit of the Hampshire Scouts was so successful they were invited back again in 2003, 
and a collaboration agreement was signed to continue the provision of clean water for 
Masindi.  
 
Since then visits have been made in 2005, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2015 and most recently in 
2018. 
 
So How Is The Project Going? Since 2000 the Hampshire Scouts have been collaborating 
with the Masindi district of Uganda to bring clean water to the district  
 
Yateley Camera Club have supported this charity via their annual Exhibition raffle for the 
past 15 years. Since its inception the charity has raised enough money to build 40 wells. 
Each well costs about £1500 to build and takes about 7 days to construct. 
  
The wells have transformed the quality of the water the villagers use. The new wells make 
such an important contribution to the lives of the communities. The wells are almost 



maintenance free, the only ongoing work is to keep the runaways clear of debris to allow the 
water to flow, stopping the creation of stagnant pools. The villagers are responsible for this 
maintenance. 
 
A team of scout leaders, members of Yateley Camera Club and supporters have just 
returned from the latest trip to inspect the existing wells, and look at further sites to develop. 
Several further sites have been identified for development and the charity is now raising 
money for these.  
 

A completed and functioning clean water well 
During this trip some of the first wells constructed were visited and seen to be still working, 
providing clean water. Whilst Uganda is comparatively advanced amongst central African 
countries many villagers still live in huts without water or electricity. They can easily walk 
many kilometres to their nearest well. They collect water in plastic containers which when full 
weigh about 25Kg. A typical family will require two visits a day to provide their water needs. 
 
While we might consider clean drinking water a given, to the people of Masindi it is a luxury, 
and one that has improved their living conditions, quality of life and health, particularly of 
young children who are more vulnerable to water borne diseases, drastically.  
 
The efforts of the organisation have ensured the supply of clean water to over 14,000 
villagers in the Masindi District, with the help of both the local community and the Ugandan 
Water Board. Since the implementation of the first well 16 years ago, the health benefits and 
improvements to adults and children alike are outstanding.  
 



 
Villagers ready to collect clean water 

 
But health isn’t the only improvement made by these new fixtures. During their visits, 
hundreds of Scouts have been changing the lives of Ugandan citizens, and the way they 
view the world, and themselves. Because several of these wells are positioned close to local 
schools, thousands of children have been encouraged to attend primary schools rather than 
living in slums or going straight into work. 
 
 This project has not just improved the condition of water- it has changed lives, and it is the 
perfect example of what can be achieved with long term commitment and enthusiasm about 
helping those in need.  
 
Rayner Mayer of the Scouts commented: ‘Access to clean water is the key to saving lives 
particularly for children under the age of 5. In a unique collaboration since 2000, Hampshire 
Scouts have raised funds which has enabled the Scouts of the Masindi district of Uganda to 
finance the construction of 40 protected water wells so far, always located near isolated 
communities or schools. So with more funds such as those raised in this year’s raffle by the 
Yateley Camera Club, Scouts can ensure that many more people have access to clean 
water.’  
 


